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Introduction of FILMSCHOOLFEST MUNICH
This international School Film Festival was held annually since 1981. Around 60 short films
are invited and presented in Munich, Germany, during the festival every year. This festival
offers the opportunities for the young filmmakers and teachers all over the world to meet
up, to share the experience of filmmaking. This is one of the most important festivals among
young filmmakers around the world.
The festival is supported by the free state of Bavaria, the city of Munich, the German Film
Industry organisation SPIO and Bavarian Broadcasting. The main partner which support this
festival is the most famous and popular beer house in Munich, Hofbräu München (HB
München).
The 38th FilmSchoolFest Munich was held from November 18 to 24 November 2018. There
were 46 short films invited from 19 countries to enter the competition, including 30 short
fiction films, 8 documentary films, 5 animation films and 3 experimental films.
Our 2017 Graduation Project LANDING, directed by Oscar Wong Kam (2017 Alumni), was
invited to enter this competition. It is our great honour to be the ONLY ONE Asia short
fiction film which entered this competition. Oscar and me (as school representative and
Producer of LANDING) were invited to Munich for attending this event.

Festival Theatre of FILMMUSEUM

Festival Centre & Lounge of FILMMUSEUM

The screening programs are mainly taken place in the FILMMUSEUM, there is a theatre on
the basement floor, a festival centre, box office, lounge on the 2nd floor. LANDING is one of
the short film in Program 3, which was shown on 19 Nov 2018 19:30 and 22 Nov 2018 14:30
in the festival theatre. Apart from the competition screening programs, there were two
special screenings from the University of Television and Film Munich (HFF), and a feature
film screening which directed by Jury President Philip Gröning, MY BROTHER’S NAME IS
ROBERT AND HE IS AN IDIOT (2018).
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FILMMUSEUM (outdoor)

FILMMUSEUM (indoor)

All the films are subtitled in English, there
will be a Q&A session after screening of
each film. This provided an opportunity for
the audience and students to raise
questions and give comment immediately.
In Hong Kong, we normally do the Q&A
session after the whole screening program,
like after screening of 4-5 films. So,
audience may easily forget the curiousness
and comment about the first or second
films. Both arrangement got its pros and
cons, but the aim is the same, providing the
opportunity for filmmakers to
communicate with audience directly.

LANDING - Program 3
1st Screening: 19 Nov 2018 19:30; 2nd Screening: 22 Nov 2018 14:30
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Programs in FILMSCHOOLFEST MUNICH
Opening Ceremony (19 Nov 2018):
The Opening Ceremony took place in the University of Television and Film Munich (HFF),
followed by an opening party in the campus. Film directors and teachers around the world
can meet up with the HFF students to share happiness and difficulties when making films.

Opening Ceremony at HFF

Opening Ceremony at HFF

The students in HFF did tailor make an opening trailer for 38th FILMSCHOOLFEST MUNICH.
This special trailer is the first time to be shown in front of all audience in the opening
ceremony. One master shot shows the preparation and procedure of every main crew on
set before shooting. It shows the same procedure and job duties of all the main crew on set
all over the world.
Here is link of the trailer:
https://www.facebook.com/filmschoolfest/videos/363258070943405/

Opening Party at HFF
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Opening Ceremony at HFF

Opening Ceremony at HFF
Prof. Daniel Leonard
Chapman University - Associate Dean of
Lawrence and Kristina Dodge College of Film
and Media Arts

HFF Brunch in festival lounge in FILMMUSEUM (20 Nov 2018) &
Professors’ day in HFF (Lunch and Guided Tour) (21 Nov 2018):
I met with some teachers around the world like in USA, London, Colombia etc in events like
HFF Brunch in festival lounge in FILMMUSEUM, professors’ day in HFF. During our
conservation, I did have chance to know more about the film productions, technology,
equipment of other institutions among the world.
Here are the teachers and director in different school which I met this time: Mr. Sokol Keraj,
Lecturer of Universidad Politécnico Grancolombiano, Bogotá Colombia; Prof. Daniel Leonard,
Associate Dean of Lawrence and Kristina Dodge College of Film and Media Arts, Chapman
University; Ms. Sue Austen, Lecturer of The London Film School; Mr. Simon Aeppli, Senior
Lecturer of University for the Creative Arts; Prof. Peter Slanksy, head of the Technology
Department of HFF and Prof. Philip Gröning, the Jury President of this festival and film
director.
Miss Sue Austen, lecturer of The London Film School, expressed the concern of using “film” in her
school. The costs of purchasing film and post-production cost like telecine is expensive, and the
laboratory of working on telecine is getting less. Her school is trying to minimize the production
costs and enhance the students’ production, changing from analogue to digital. In our side, I told
her that our school was changing from using 16mm film in our graduation projects into digital
camera in the past years. This is the common issue which all films school are facing all over the
world.
In London Film School, the idea, the genre, shooting place, shooting format etc of the graduation
project in the last year is not limited or restricted. Students can determine by their own will.
Students get the same amount of budget from school, but they can raise money by themselves
afterwards. If the budget is affordable, they can shoot their graduation project outside UK. As Sue
said, one of her student shoot the graduation project in Hong Kong this summer (2018). She
expressed that if she knows us earlier, we could have some collaboration or give some advice when
her students shooting in Hong Kong.
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On 21 Nov 2018, we had a guided tour in HFF with Prof. Peter Slanksy, head of the Technology
Department of HFF. He introduced this building which built in 2011 with all up-to-dated facilities to
the teachers in other institutions.

Outlook of the University of Television and Film Munich (HFF)
This building is modern and complex, it includes three different size of screening theatres (DCP
Projectors are installed separately) with over 300 seats, 180 seats and 80 seats; two TV Studio, two
Film Studio, and a complete post-production floor. The screening theatres will be used for Master
Class, Screening Programs, or rental for guest speakers to conduct events. Students can either
reserve the TV and Film Studios for productions or the school can build up the set for the specific
projects.

HFF Lobby, Prof. Peter Slanksy introducing their
school to us
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During our visit, one Film Studio is building up a basement interior set. According from Prof. Peter
Slanksy, they built a studio set of restaurant interior two years ago, and that set was being used for
several productions among the school of all year levels. Another Film Studio is being reserved by
students, who are shooting the productions in the set of a house.
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Film Studio: building a set

Film Studio: building a set

Another Film Studio: students shooting in the set

Library with Books and DVDs

Props and Equipment Store Room
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At last, we visited the 3rd floor, that is the post-production floor. All the post-production facilities
are on this floor, including picture editing rooms, TV and film sound mixing rooms, sound recording
rooms, colour grading rooms, VFX rooms, DCP Mastering and 2K DCP projection rooms, Telecine for
35mm & 16mm room, server room. The most amazing room would be the Telecine room for 35mm
& 16mm. Students can do the telecine after shooting 35mm or 16mm film by themselves, some
industrial film companies also rent their facilities for commercial films like telecine or DCP
Mastering.
The whole post-production and screening can be finished within this building. Student productions
can finish the picture editing, sound design and mixing, VFX, colour grading and DCP mastering on
the 3rd floor, and then send the DCP file internally through the server to the three screening
theatres. This complete set of filmmaking process is well-structured in this building in Munich.

One of the Picture Editing Room

One of the Picture Editing Room

One of the Sound Mixing Room (Dolby Approved Studio)
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Screening Programs (19 to 24 Nov 2018):
There are 10 Screening Programs which is in the competition, plus two HFF Special Screenings (not
in competition). LANDING belongs to Program 3, and Oscar attended the Q&A session after both
screenings. The feedback from the audience is positive, they do like the idea of “landing on earth of
the main character Ho Man”. Some audience are curious and questioned why there are space
scenes, and why Ho Man worn like an astronaut in the short film. Oscar explained to audience
clearly about his thought. “In Hong Kong, we always talking about people do not face the reality,
who don’t work, don’t earn their living by themselves. We described this kind of people were not
walking on the ground. So that’s why Ho Man is floating in the space at the beginning.” Actually, Ho
Man finally faced her real situation after the death of her mother. She removed her space mask in
at the end, because she earns her living in the nursing house by herself. At last, she walked “on the
ground” and this is the reason why Oscar named this short film as “LANDING”. Audiences liked the
ending of the short film, it provided a way out for Ho Man finally.

Screening 1 of LANDING (19 Nov 2018)

Screening 2 of LANDING (22 Nov 2018)

Screening 2 of LANDING (22 Nov 2018)
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The audiences like our short film and they can know more about Hong Kong from our film. They are
not familiar with the living conditions of housing and nursing house of elderly in Hong Kong. After
watching our short films, some European audience felt surprised that our house is very tiny and
expensive among the world. There is a short film named ROSE GARDEN, which is produced by
students in Finland. This story is based on the elderly who lived in the nursing house. After
watching their short film, I do realize there is a big difference between the SPACE of Hong Kong and
Finland. This is a good opportunity for both Oscar and me to understand the difference of cultures,
environment among the world.

Still of ROSE GARDEN
Besides LANDING and ROSE GARDEN, I watched several screening programs and special
screenings. The one I liked most would be DEATH IS SO PERMANENT, directed by current
student Moritz S. Binder who is studying in HFF. This short film is talking about reality and
fiction. Director wants to make a short film about an experience which his father had as a
child, with an old friend. Director found “actors” to be his father (children and adult) and
father’s friend, and re-create the photo taking situation in a studio. In the middle of the
short film, his real father appeared and expressed his will, not accepting what his son was
trying to do, and pointing out his son is getting to a wrong direction.
There are many layers in this short film, discussing the real reality and the fiction, dramatic
tension which film makers create. Is this a good thing to the memory owner? What is the
feeling if film makers extra added something to their own memory in the short film? This is
quite interesting and this short film is 28 minutes long, and make me feel shocked and
thinking over after the screening finished, especially when we are shooting documentaries.

Still of DEATH IS SO PERMANENT
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Award Ceremony (24 Nov 2018):
On the last day of the festival, we watched the HFF special screening and the feature film directed
by the Jury President. Finally, the last event arrived, the award ceremony in the HFF.
LANDING won an additional award SPECIAL MENTION BY THE JURY PRESIDENT in the 38th
FILMSCHOOLFEST MUNICH. This is the greatest honour for LANDING to get this award.
Being the main crew of LANDING, both Oscar and me felt very happy and truly appreciated
Prof. Philip Gröning awarded this to us. Oscar received the award from Prof. Philip Gröning
and gave his speech nervously on stage. He thanked Prof. Philip, the organizer of this
festival, giving him a big chance to watch many great short films and meet with great
directors all over the world. He learnt and gained a lot.
Here is the Statement of the Jury about LANDING:
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SPECIAL MENTION BY THE JURY PRESIDENT
Prof. Philip Gröning

LANDING won the SPECIAL MENTION BY THE
JURY PRESIDENT

LANDING won the SPECIAL MENTION BY THE JURY PRESIDENT
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All the winners in 38th FILMSCHOOLFEST MUNICH
This is the first time to be a school representative to attend international school film festival
overseas. Being a teacher in a film school, it is very important to know more about “film industry”
and “film school” around the world. I learnt a lot while watching the short films and talking with
other school representatives. This is a great experience.
Not only being as school representative, but also being producer of LANDING, this is a great
encouragement for all the crew including Oscar and me, who participated in this short film in 2017.
These double identities made my trip to be very fruitful and meaningful. I hope we can have more
chances for both students and teachers to attend festival around the world in the future.
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